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Outlook of the
KAU

The KAU is well poised to
meet the challenges ahead. It
provides the human resources,
skills and technology for sustain
able development of the state.

Ensuring livelihood security of the
dependent population in the
specific context of Kerala's highly
heterogeneous resource base and
societal values, however, requires
a paradigm shift from maximisa
tion ofproduction of specific com
modities to the*maximi-sation of

income and employment on a
sustainable basis and optimisation
of the biophysical resource base
for agricultural development.
Hence research and extension

would be reoriented towards a

system approach for technology
development and transmission
aimed at alleviation of poverty
and/or rural employment genera
tion.

Three decades of research,
extension and education at KAU

The Kerala Agricultural University
(KAU) was established on 24 February
1971, to give the much-needed impetus
for agricultural development in the
state through education and research.
Establishment of an institution of '

higher learning in agriculture was
thought to transform the State's
traditional subsistence agricultural
scenario. into a modern scientifically

oriented production system. During

the little over three decades of its

existence, the University has strived to

transform the agriculture sector of the
state into qn engine of it's economic

growth. Although three decades do not

constitute a long period in the history
of an organisation, it is perhaps
substantial enough to permit
judgement of the initial performance.
The following is a concise account of

the University's achievements during
this period.

University's motto and its trans
lation Into a strategic action plan

The founding fathers perceived the
University as an organisation for
"providing human resources, skills and
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Hybrid cashew varieties 'Raghav'
and 'Damodar' released

Mr.V.V. Raghavan, M.P has

stressed the need for developing high
yielding hybrid layers ofcashew which
are resistant to diseases and pests.
He was formally releasing two high
yielding hybrid varieties of cashew
christened as Raghav and Damodar
developed by the scientists of
Cashew Research Station (CRS),
Madakkathara under the Kerala Agri
cultural University (KAU) at a Kissan
divas organized to commemorate the
birth centenaryof Mr.Chaudhaxi
Charan Singh, the former Prime
Minister of India, at Madakkathara.

The continued and excessive use of

chemical pesticides and fungicides had

caused irreparable damage to environ

ment and human habitats. A number

of Asian countries such as Vietnam and

Indonesia had emerged as competitors
in cashew export in international
market along with India. Our farmers
could face the competition in the glo
bal market only by adopting scientific
cultivation practices with minimum
and effective use of chemical pesti
cides, he said. Inaugurating the Kissan
divas Mr. PP George, M.L.A, advised
the farmers to get themselves prepared
to meet the challenges ofglobalization
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